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Abstract: 
 
Time-of-Flight functionality in STIR has been implemented and is 
currently in final testing phase. The presentation will focus on its specific 
workflow within STIR and how to unlist and reconstruct listmode data 
from GATE simulations and from some real scanner acquisitions, with 
and without Time-of-Flight. A brief explanation on the construction of a 
scanner in GATE and how to make it consistent with a scanner 
prototype in STIR will also be provided. 
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Overview: 

 

1. Specific Time-of-Flight 

Workflow within STIR 

 

2. How to unlist listmode data 

from scanner acquisitions and 

GATE simulations 
  



Time-of-Flight 

Specific Workflow 



Time-of-Flight Workflow within STIR 

What changed? 
 
 
New Interfile keywords:   
 
- New dimension “timing positions” 
- Number of TOF bins 
- %TOF mashing factor  
- Timing resolution (ps) 
- TOF bin size (ps)  
 

 

In the scanner constructor, three new variables to construct a TOF-ready scanner:  

max_num_of_timing_bins: unmashed number of TOF bins 

size_timing_bin: size of unmashed TOF bin (ps)  

timing_resolution: FWHM of the timing response 

 

 

How to add a scanner within STIR:  

https://sourceforge.net/p/stir/mailman/message/28744302/. 

Good news, not so much! 

9 TOF bins 

mashed into 3 

Illustration of TOF mashing: 
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https://sourceforge.net/p/stir/mailman/message/28744302/


Time-of-Flight Workflow within STIR 

Sinogram convention in STIR 

 

Non-TOF projection data: 3D 

        TOF projection data: 4D 

 
5 TOF bins: -2; -1; 0; 1; 2 

Illustration for an oblique plane: 

non-TOF 

TOF bin -2 TOF bin -1 TOF bin 0 TOF bin 1 TOF bin 2 



 

 

Example: Non-TOF Template vs TOF Template 

Discovery 690 – Non-TOF Discovery 690 – TOF 

Always appear for a “TOF ready” scanner 

If TOF mashing factor is set to the total 

number of TOF bins, non-TOF template… 



Time-of-Flight Workflow within STIR 

What didn’t change? 
 
 
- Reconstructions ; the parameter files are unchanged (except if use of TOF backprojector for sensitivity calculation) 

 
 

- Attenuation coefficient calculation (it will use a non-TOF template even with a TOF template as input) 
 
 

- RayTracing & SSRB: not implemented (yet) 



Time-of-Flight Workflow within STIR 

Modifications in the implementation: 
 

 

get_viewgram && get_sinogram 
 

ProjMatrixByBin: Calculation of probability matrix 

with “get_proj_matrix_elems_for_one_bin” as before 

but with a specific pathway for TOF data. 

 

ProjData and ProjDataInfo: to enable TOF 

 

lm_to_projdata (see following) 

 

Loop over timing position for explicit calculation on viewgrams & sinograms: 

list_proj_data_info 
poisson_noise 
stir_math … 
 

 

2 specific unit tests:  

test_time_of_flight 
test_consistency_root 
 

 

=> Used to get a full non-TOF viewgram for 

a given TOF bin 



Listmode Unlisting 



Compatible listmode format: (so far) 

 

- GE Signa HDF5 and GE Discovery 690/710 RDF file 

formats 

 

- ROOT listmodes from Gate simulations (CylindricalPET) 

 

 

lm_to_projdata [parameter file] 

 

How to unlist using timing information?  

only need to use a TOF scanner template!  

 

 

 We obtain a 4D sinogram instead of a 3D sinogram 

 

 Sinograms obtained for GE Signa and GE Discovery 

690/710 from the manufactor toolbox are comparable with 

those of STIR. 

 

 Reconstructions of real data: tests are still ongoing 

Unlisting from scanner and ROOT listmode data 

ROOT header 

For faster 

TOF unlisting 



Comparisons of sinograms – Oblique Plane Simulation 

Original image: 

oblique plane 

Unlisted sinogram Forward projection 

1) Line image created with ‘generate_image’ (stir) 
 
 

2) Creation of unlisted sinogram: GATE simulation 
with created image as a ‘voxelised emission 
image’ + unlisting of ROOT file 
 
 

3) Forward-projection of plane image 



Comparisons of sinograms – Oblique Plane Simulation 

TOF bin -2 TOF bin -1 TOF bin 0 TOF bin 1 TOF bin 2 



Comparisons of reconstructions – Oblique Plane Simulation 

non-TOF reconstruction 

TOF reconstruction 

original image 
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